A µm scale complex, the central supramolecular signaling cluster (cSMAC), forms at the center of the interface of T cells activated by antigen presenting cells. It is of interest as µm scale protein complexes have unique biophysical and signaling properties. To causally determine cSMAC function, we have systematically manipulated the localization of three adaptor proteins, LAT, SLP--76, and Grb2. cSMAC recruitment varied between the adaptors and was consistently diminished upon blockade of the costimulatory receptor CD28 and deficiency of the signal amplifying kinase Itk. Reconstitution of adaptor cSMAC localization by fusion with domains with a strong interface localization preference restored IL--2 secretion as a key T cell effector function as dependent on the precise reconstitution dynamics. Our data establish a model where the cSMAC enhances early signaling by facilitating extensive signaling interactions and attenuates signaling thereafter through sequestration of a more limited set of signaling intermediates.
Introduction
diminished IL--2 secretion but only when executed to the extent and with the spatial features and dynamics seen under full stimulus conditions. The cSMAC thus enhanced T cell signaling and this ability depended on the careful tuning of its assembly. Reduced central LAT accumulation upon attenuation of T cell activation was associated with diminished LAT phosphorylation at Y191 (Fig. 2D , Supplementary Fig. 4 ) upon costimulation blockade, in particular in combination with Itk deficiency. At 2, 5, and 10 min after tight cell coupling LAT phosphorylation was significantly (p≤0.02) reduced in Itk--deficient 5C.C7 T cells upon costimulation compared to wild type 5C.C7 T cells under full stimulus conditions at the same time point by 39%, 61%, and 70%, respectively. As central LAT localization was thus consistently associated with efficient T cell signaling and function we manipulated LAT localization to investigate how µm scale signaling localization at the interface center governs T cell function.
Fusion of LAT with protein domains with pronounced interface localization preferences controlled LAT localization
To systematically manipulate LAT localization, we added three protein domains with strong localization preference to LAT: PKCθ V3, Vav1 SH3SH2SH3, or PLCδ PH. The PKCθ V3 domain is required for central interface accumulation of PKCθ 36 even though it couldn't drive central localization by itself ( Supplementary Fig. 5A ). The Vav1 SH3SH2SH3 domains drove strong central accumulation only within the first minute of cell coupling ( Supplementary Fig.  5A ), as consistent with the localization of full length Vav1 ( Supplementary Fig.  1B ). The PLCδ PH domain mediated interface accumulation focused on the first two minutes of cell coupling without a central preference ( Supplementary Fig.  5A ). Fusion of LAT to the PKCθ V3 domain (LAT V3) yielded efficient central accumulation that was well sustained over the entire imaging time frame under all conditions at levels around 50% of cell couples with central accumulation (Fig. 3) . Starting 40s after tight cell coupling such sustained central accumulation was significantly (p<0.05, Supplementary Table 3) more frequent than central accumulation of non--targeted LAT under full stimulus at virtually every single time point. Fusion of LAT to the PKCθ V3 domain thus stabilized central LAT accumulation well beyond the levels seen for LAT alone under any physiological condition. Fusion of LAT to the Vav1 SH3SH2SH3 domains ('LAT Vav') yielded different effects depending on the T cell activation conditions. Upon a full T cell stimulus LAT Vav resulted in diminished central and overall accumulation compared to LAT alone that was significant (p<0.05) across many time points (Fig. 3 , Supplementary Table 3 ), suggesting that LAT Vav does not enhance properly assembled signaling distributions. Upon the three attenuated stimuli LAT Vav consistently enhanced central accumulation, most dramatically (p≤0.001, at most time points) for costimulation blockade in wild type and Itk deficient cells (Fig. 3, Supplementary Table 3 ). LAT Vav accumulation upon attenuated T cell stimulation in any pattern was largely indistinguishable from non--targeted LAT accumulation under full stimulus conditions (p>0.05, Supplementary Table 3) and central accumulation was moderately enhanced only between 1 and 3 minutes after tight cell coupling. Fusion of LAT to the Vav1 SH3SH2SH3 domain thus allowed for fairly close reconstitution of full stimulus--type LAT localization upon attenuated T cell stimulation. Fusion of LAT to the PLCδ PH domain ('LAT PLCδPH') resembled LAT Vav but was less powerful. Upon full stimulation LAT PLCδPH significantly (p<0.005) diminished overall LAT interface accumulation within the first minute of cell coupling from >72% of cell couples with any interface accumulation to <52% (Fig. 3, Supplementary Table 3 ). Upon the three attenuated T cell stimuli LAT PLCδPH moderately enhanced central and overall LAT accumulation but didn't consistently reach the same extent as LAT alone under full stimulus conditions. For example in Itk--deficient 5C.C7 T cells upon costimulation blockade interface accumulation in any pattern was consistently enhanced (p<0.005 for time point 20 and later) from <32% to >55% upon expression of LAT PLCδPH. However, accumulation at the interface center only moderately increased from a range of 6--17% to 19--35%. To ensure that overall interface accumulation of the targeted LAT constructs was comparable, we measured 32, 35 their interface recruitment upon costimulation blocked conditions. All constructs showed substantial interface recruitment with moderately less LAT Vav recruitment at the last four time points ( Supplementary  Fig. 5B , C). To ensure functionality of the targeted LAT constructs, we showed that they were tyrosine phosphorylated upon T cell activation ( Supplementary  Fig. 5D ). Fusion of LAT with protein domains with a strong interface localization preference thus allowed us to control LAT localization: Fusion with the PKCθ V3 domain yielded consistently enhanced central localization, fusion with the Vav1 SH3SH2SH3 domains largely restored full stimulus--type LAT localization upon costimulation blockade and Itk deficiency and fusion with the PLCδ PH domain resulted in partial restoration.
Restoration of LAT centrality yielded enhanced IL--2 mRNA production
To determine T cell function upon manipulation of LAT localization, we measured IL--2 mRNA induction upon 5C.C7 T cell activation with CH27 APCs and 10 µM MCC peptide, directly mirroring the imaging conditions. Expression of the targeting domains in isolation had only minor effects on IL--2 mRNA amounts ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ). Forcing exaggerated central LAT localization by fusion with the PKCθ V3 domain did not affect IL--2 mRNA amounts (Fig. 4A, B) . In contrast, restoring LAT centrality under costimulation blocked and Itk deficient conditions to slightly higher (LAT Vav) or slightly lower (LAT PLCδPH) levels than seen for non--targeted LAT under full stimulus conditions yielded a consistent and largely significant (p<0.05) increase in IL--2 mRNA (Fig. 4A, B) to levels close to the amounts of IL--2 mRNA in LAT--transduced 5C.C7 T cells under full stimulus conditions. For example, in LAT--expressing 5C.C7 T cells IL--2 mRNA amounts dropped to 18±6% and 18±3% of full stimulus mRNA upon costimulation blockade in wild type and Itk--deficient 5C.C7 T cells, respectively.
Expression of LAT Vav restored IL--2 mRNA to 41±9% and 58±10% (p<0.01), respectively, and expression of LAT PLCδPH to 50±9% (p<0.05) and 88±23%. µm scale central LAT interface accumulation thus supported efficient IL--2 secretion depending on its extent and dynamics. Forcing central LAT localization only modestly enhanced the central localization of related signaling intermediates Next, we investigated to which extent the forced relocalization of one signaling intermediate can drive analogous relocalization of others. We determined the subcellular distributions of Grb2, Lck and Vav1 in 5C.C7 T cells in the presence of LAT V3 using IRES--containing retroviral vectors for the parallel expression of GFP--tagged versions of the signaling intermediates alongside LAT V3. Under full stimulus conditions expression of LAT V3 moderately diminished interface recruitment of Grb2, Lck and Vav1, both in any pattern and at the center of the interface (Fig. 4C, Supplementary Table 4 ) suggesting that excessive central LAT localization upsets a finely balanced signaling system. Upon costimulation blockade the localization of all three signaling intermediates was largely unaffected by LAT V3. However, Grb2 and Lck centrality were moderately enhanced in the activation of Itk--deficient 5C.C7 T cells. For example, while the percentage of Itk--deficient 5C.C7 T cells with central Grb2--GFP expression did not exceed 7% at 40s after cell coupling and thereafter, upon co--expression of LAT V3 this percentage averaged 15% over the same time frame. The centrality of Vav1 as a signaling intermediate with only brief and moderate early central accumulation ( Supplementary Fig. 1B) was not altered. The forced localization of LAT at the interface center thus could only draw in Grb2 and Lck as signaling intermediates with some intrinsic central localization preference to a modest extent and upon only one attenuated T cell stimulus. Restoration of SLP--76 centrality modestly enhanced IL--2 mRNA production To extend our understanding of the functional importance of µm scale protein accumulation at the interface center to a second signaling intermediate, we investigated SLP--76 as an adaptor with more transient central accumulation. At the time of tight cell coupling under full stimulus conditions 45±7% of the cell couples displayed SLP--76 accumulation at the interface center, similar to LAT. However, 80s later this percentage dropped to less than 10% (Fig. 5) . Also similar to LAT, the peak of central SLP--76 accumulation was significantly (p≤0.01) diminished upon costimulation blockade, Itk--deficiency and the combination of both to <27%, <15% and <11% of cell couples with central SLP--76 accumulation, respectively (Fig. 5B, Supplementary Table 5 ). To control SLP--76 localization, we fused it to the PKCθ V3 ('SLP--76 V3') or the Vav1 SH3SH2SH3 ('SLP--76 Vav') domain. Both constructs did not significantly affect SLP--76 centrality under full stimulus conditions, in wild type or Itk--deficient 5C.C7 T cells (Fig. 6A, Supplementary Table 6 ). However, accumulation of SLP--76 at the interface center was moderately but significantly (p<0.05 at at least two time points within the first minute of tight cell coupling, the peak of central SLP--76 accumulation) enhanced upon costimulation blockade in wild type and Itk--deficient 5C.C7 T cells reaching e.g. 67±7% and 33±7%, respectively, of cell couples with central SLP--76 accumulation upon expression of SLP--76 Vav (Fig.  6A, Supplementary Table 6 ). Interestingly, the enhancement of SLP--76 centrality was limited to the first minute of tight cell coupling, the time where non--targeted SLP--76 accumulated at the interface center. Consistent with the enhancement of SLP--76 centrality under costimulation--blocked conditions we observed a modest increase in IL--2 mRNA amounts under costimulation blocked conditions upon expression of SLP--76 V3 and SLP--76 Vav. Upon expression of non--targeted SLP--76 costimulation blockade in wild type and Itk--deficient 5C.C7 T cells reduced IL--2 mRNA amounts to 45±9% and 21±1%, respectively, of full stimulus (Fig. 6B) . Expression of SLP--76 V3 restored IL--2 mRNA amounts to 87±20% and 74±24%, respectively, expression of SLP--76 Vav to 73±8% and 75±30% without reaching statistical significance in the stringent 2--way ANOVA (Fig. 6B) . Upon restoration of central accumulation of the only transiently central signaling intermediate SLP--76 enhancement of IL--2 secretion was modest. Importantly, enhancement of centrality and IL--2 secretion remained closely linked across multiple T cell activation conditions and spatially targeted SLP--76 constructs (Fig. 4B ) thus corroborating the importance of µm scale central protein accumulation for IL--2 secretion. PKCθ V3 and Vav1 SH3SH2SH3 didn't affect Grb2 centrality and IL--2 mRNA production To investigate the spatial features of forced interface recruitment of a signaling intermediate with more tentative central localization preference and their relation to IL--2 generation, we fused Grb2 2 to PKCθ V3 or Vav1 SH3SH2SH3. Upon 5C.C7 T cell activation with a full stimulus Grb2 is efficiently recruited to the T cell:APC interface during the first two minutes of tight cell coupling, peaking at 80±5% of cell couples with any interface accumulation. This overall interface accumulation was significantly (p≤0.02 at at least three time points within the first two minutes of tight cell coupling) diminished upon costimulation blockade, Itk--deficiency and both, remaining below 64%, 35% and 43%, respectively of cell couples with any interface accumulation (Fig. 7 , Supplementary Table 7) . Distinguishing Grb2 from LAT and SLP--76, Grb2 accumulation at the interface center didn't exceed 20% under any of the T cell activation conditions. Fusion of Grb2 with PKCθ V3 ('Grb2 V3') or Vav1 SH3SH2SH3 ('Grb2 Vav') did not enhance centrality under any of the T cell activation conditions (Fig. 8A, Supplementary Table 8 ). Fusion with the PKCθ V3 domain did not substantially alter Grb2 localization at all (Fig. 8) . Fusion with the Vav1 SH3SH2SH3 domain enhanced overall Grb2 interface recruitment across many time points under all T cell activation conditions (Fig. 8) . However, most of this accumulation was in the peripheral pattern, a pattern quite common with full length Vav1 (Supplementary Fig. 1B ). As an important negative control, our targeting approach thus does not force proteins with a minor intrinsic central preference to the interface center. Expression of Grb2 V3 or Grb2 Vav did not alter IL--2 mRNA production under any of the T cell activation conditions (Fig.  8B ) despite the substantially enhanced overall interface accumulation upon expression of Grb2 Vav. Overall Grb2 interface accumulation was not associated with the induction of efficient IL--2 mRNA production ( Fig. 4B ) in contrast to the µm scale central accumulation of LAT and SLP--76. These data thus provide an important specificity control for the functional importance of the central protein accumulation.
Discussion
Our manipulation of the localization of proximal adaptor proteins in T cell activation provides insight into how proteins associate with and/or drive the formation of the µm scale cSMAC. Using a large scale live cell imaging approach we were able to distinguish between inefficient cSMAC formation and inefficient recruitment of a signaling intermediate to an existing cSMAC: As central interface accumulation of numerous signaling intermediates was consistently diminished upon costimulation blockade and Itk--deficiency (Fig. 1C, D) cSMAC formation was most likely impaired. µm scale central interface accumulation of spatially targeted LAT and SLP--76 upon the attenuated T cell stimuli thus has to represent cSMAC restoration. Whether lack of central Grb2 localization indicates lack of cSMAC formation or recruitment remains unresolved. In general, supramolecular complex formation becomes more likely with increasing concentrations and valences of the complex components 10, 11 . Accordingly, replacement of proline--rich regions in Sos that mediate multivalent LAT/Grb2/Sos interactions leads to reduced LAT clustering and phosphorylation 37 . Similarly, when LAT phosphorylation (Fig. 2C) , as required for interactions of LAT with SH2 domain--containing signaling intermediates, was reduced upon costimulation blockade and Itk deficiency LAT clustering at the interface center was also diminished (Fig. 2 B) . Compensation for such diminished LAT clustering by fusing LAT with additional protein localization domains restored µm scale central LAT accumulation. The dependence of LAT clustering on the number of functional protein interaction motifs, i.e. its valence, is consistent with a supramolecular protein complex nature of the cSMAC. Supramolecular complexes can be driven by the polymerization of a single protein 13, 14, 17 , can be built by molecularly defined interactions of a small number of proteins 10 or, likely most common, they can consists of an agglomeration of large numbers of proteins 16, 38 , some of which may be membrane--bound 38 . While supramolecular complexes formed by a small number of components are often characterized by defined structures such as lipid droplets or fibers 12 , our understanding of supramolecular complexes built from a large number of components is limited. LAT shares clustering at the interface center with a large number of other signaling intermediates (Fig.1) 20 . Moreover, as determined by fluorescence recovery after photobleaching close to half of the amount of three components of the central signaling complex, LAT, active Rac, and PKCθ, is immobile and the remainder exchanges only slowly with rest of the cell 20 . These data are consistent with the suggestion that the µm central signaling complex is compositionally complex and has partial solid state properties. Interestingly, fusion domains could not drive spatial features of adaptor localization by themselves but could only enhance intrinsic adaptor localization preferences. We could enhance central LAT clustering across all time points, central SLP--76 clustering only during the first minute of cell coupling and central Grb2 clustering not at all. This is consistent with the accumulation patterns of the non--targeted adaptors under full stimulus conditions, sustained for LAT (Fig.  3) , limited to the first minute for SLP--76 (Fig. 5) , and inherently weaker for Grb2 (Fig. 7) . Localization of the spatially targeted adaptors was driven by the combination of intrinsic localization motifs and the spatial information provided by the fused domains. In support, the specific localization preferences of the isolated targeting domains (Fig. S4A) were secondary in the context of their fusion to the adaptor proteins. While both PKCθ V3 and PLCδ PH did not display central localization in isolation, they enhanced central localization of LAT and SLP--76 (Figs. 3, 6 ). Thus formation of the cSMAC was driven by the additive interaction motifs of complex components with only secondary importance of the detailed biochemical nature of individual protein--protein interactions. This cooperativity is again consistent with a supramolecular protein complex nature of the cSMAC. Based on the cooperative model of cSMAC formation it can be readily understood why artificially enhanced cSMAC formation did not lead to the recruitment of signaling intermediates with intrinsically weak cSMAC preference. LAT V3 excessively accumulated at the interface center (Fig. 3B) . However, only central Grb2 and Lck accumulation was marginally enhanced in parallel and only in Itk--deficient T cells (Fig. 3C) . Limited central accumulation of Vav1, Lck and Grb2 under full stimulus conditions in the absence of LAT V3 (Fig. 7 , Supplementary  Fig. 1B ) establishes that the intrinsic motifs of these proteins for cSMAC association are weak. Providing a more stable cSMAC by expression of LAT V3 likely moderately increased the local concentrations of cSMAC components needed to recruit Vav1, Lck or Grb2, hence the moderately enhanced central accumulation of Grb2 and Lck, but couldn't overcome an intrinsic lack of valence for the efficient recruitment of these proteins to the cSMAC. Reconstitution of central LAT and SLP--76 clustering under attenuated T cell activation conditions could restore IL--2 mRNA generation. The association of lack of Grb2 centrality with lack of an effect on IL--2 generation provides a specificity control. These data prove that µm scale central protein clustering is a critical component of efficient T cell signaling. In addition, the signal--enhancing role of the cSMAC depended on the specific extent and dynamics of its formation. For the cSMAC to enhance T cell function experimental reconstitution of cSMAC formation needed to closely mimic cSMAC features observed with non--targeted constructs under full stimulus conditions. Time--dependent roles of the cSMAC have been proposed before 24 yet are difficult to compare to the work here as the molecules investigated differed. In our work under full stimulus conditions LAT--GFP and SLP--76--GFP were efficiently recruited to the interface center within the first two minutes of T cell activation with diminished recruitment thereafter. Recruitment of LAT and SLP--76 to the interface center upon attenuation of T cell activation by fusion with the Vav1 SH3SH2SH3 and PLCδ PH domains closely reproduced these dynamics (Figs. 3B, 6 ) and largely restored IL--2 mRNA generation (Figs. 4A, 6 ). However, recruitment of LAT to the interface center to a greater extent and duration by fusion with PKCθ V3 (Fig. 3B) could not enhance IL--2 mRNA generation under any of the T cell activation conditions (Fig. 4A) . We therefore suggest that the cSMAC displays two different time--dependent roles. Within the first one to two minutes of T cell activation it efficiently brings together the large number of proximal T cell signaling intermediates required for efficient T cell activation. Subsequently, a substantial number of key signalling intermediates including SLP--76, Itk, PLCγ, and Vav1 leave the cSMAC and move to smaller signalling complexes supported by an interface--wide lamellal actin network 20 . Retention of a more limited subset of signalling intermediates in the cSMAC after this time thus may render them less accessible to their interaction partners and therefore diminish sustained signal transduction. Signal enhancing and attenuating roles of the cSMAC thus may both occur as regulated by the specific time--dependent composition of the complex. Itk and costimulation likely contribute to cSMAC formation by overlapping yet partially distinct means. Recruitment to the interface center peaks within the first two minutes of cell coupling for both ligand--engaged CD28 25, 39 and full length Itk 20 . Both thus can be expected to provide protein--protein interactions during the early signal amplifying stage of the cSMAC. Only Itk has enzymatic activity to directly modify cSMAC components. Curiously the Itk kinase domain is required to allow Itk to leave the cSMAC. In contrast to the transient cSMAC association of full length Itk the joint Itk recruitment domains without the kinase domain remain stably accumulated at the interface center 25 . These data could indicate kinase domain--dependent destabilizing interactions in the cSMAC or stabilization of smaller Itk--dependent signaling complexes in the actin--supported lamellum 20 to shift protein recruitment away from the cSMAC. Both costimulation and Itk regulate actin dynamics. However, while costimulation controls core actin turnover through the Arp2/3 complex and Cofilin 35 , Itk only regulates a SLAT--dependent subset of actin dynamics 29 . CD28 thus can be expected to contribute more strongly to cSMAC directed transport in complex assembly 35 (Fig. 2C ). 1A ) relative to tight cell couple formation for wild type or Itk--deficient 5C.C7 T cells activated with CH27 B cell APCs (10 µM MCC peptide) in the absence or presence of 10 µg/ml anti--CD80 plus anti--CD86 ('costimulation blockade') as indicated. 47--77 cell couples were analyzed per condition, 226 total. A statistical analysis is given in Supplementary Table 2. C Itk--deficient 5C.C7 T cells were activated with CH27 B cell APCs (10 µM MCC peptide) in the presence of 10 µg/ml anti--CD80 plus anti--CD86 and 250 nM constitutively active Cofilin plus 1 µM constitutively active Rac1 as protein transduction reagents. LAT interface accumulation is given as in B. 30 cell couples were analyzed. The statistical significance of differences in LAT accumulation compared to Itk--deficiency plus costimulation blockade is given in Supplementary Table 2 . D 5C.C7 T cells were activated as in B. At the indicated time points T cell:APC cell extracts were blotted for LAT phosphorylation at Y191. Band intensities as normalized to the 1 min time point under full stimulus conditions are given. 5--7 experiments were averaged per condition. The statistical significance of differences as determined separately for each time point by 1--way ANOVA is indicated. Supplementary Figs. 1B--3) . 30--56 cell couples were analyzed per condition, 373 total. Statistical analysis is given in Supplementary Table 4 . Fig. 1A ) relative to tight cell couple formation for wild type or Itk--deficient 5C.C7 T cells activated with CH27 B cell APCs (10 µM MCC peptide) in the absence or presence of 10 µg/ml anti--CD80 plus anti--CD86 ('costimulation blockade') as indicated. 47--83 cell couples were analyzed per condition, 231 total. A statistical analysis is given in Supplementary  Table 5 . Figure 6 SLP--76 localization can be controlled by fusion with protein domains with a strong interface localization preference. A On top schematic representations are given for SLP--76--GFP and the two fusion proteins of SLP--76 with protein domains with a strong intrinsic localization preference as indicated. Corresponding imaging data are given in the respective columns below in a standardized format: wild type or Itk--deficient 5C.C7 T cells transduced to express the spatially targeted SLP--76 construct indicated on the top of the column were activated with CH27 B cell APCs (10 µM MCC peptide) in the absence or presence of 10 µg/ml anti--CD80 plus anti--CD86 ('costimulation blockade') with different T cell activation conditions given in separate rows as indicated. Each individual graph gives the percentage of cell couples that displayed accumulation of the non--targeted (on the left for reference) or spatially targeted SLP--76 construct (middle and right) with the indicated patterns ( Supplementary Fig. 1A ) relative to tight cell couple formation in solid colors. Broken grey and red lines indicate accumulation of non--targeted SLP--76--GFP in any or the central interface pattern, respectively, under the same T cell activation conditions (from Fig. 5B ). For costimulation blocked conditions representative imaging data are given in addition on the middle left similar to Fig. 2A . Videos covering the entire time frames are available as Supplementary videos S6, 7. 39--52 cell couples were analyzed per condition, 355 total. Statistical analysis is given in Supplementary Table 6. B Wild type or Itk--deficient ('Itk ko') 5C.C7 T cells were transduced to express SLP--76--GFP or a spatially targeted variant thereof as indicated and reactivated by CH27 B cell APCs (10 µM MCC peptide) in the absence or presence of 10 µg/ml anti--CD80 plus anti--CD86 ('costimulation blockade'). IL--2 mRNA amounts are given relative to IL--2 mRNA in non--transduced 5C.C7 T cells under full stimulus conditions. 2--8 experiments were averaged per condition. Statistical significance of differences across all conditions as determined by 2--way ANOVA is given on the right. Fig. 7 Grb2 localization is regulated by costimulation and Itk. A An interaction of a Grb2--GFP--transduced 5C.C7 T cell with a CH27 B cell APC (10 µM MCC peptide --full stimulus) is shown at the indicated time points (in minutes) relative to the time of formation of a tight cell couple as in Fig. 2A . A video covering the entire time frame is available as Supplementary video S8. B The graphs display the percentage of cell couples with Grb2 accumulation in the indicated patterns ( Supplementary Fig. 1A ) relative to tight cell couple formation for wild type or Itk--deficient 5C.C7 T cells activated with CH27 B cell APCs (10 µM MCC peptide) in the absence or presence of 10 µg/ml anti--CD80 plus anti--CD86 ('costimulation blockade') as indicated. 42--59 cell couples were analyzed per condition, 204 total. A statistical analysis is given in Supplementary Table 7 . Figure 8 Grb2 localization can be controlled by fusion with protein domains with a strong interface localization preference. A On top schematic representations are given for Grb2--GFP and the two fusion proteins of Grb2 with protein domains with a strong intrinsic localization preference as indicated. Corresponding imaging data are given in the respective columns below in a standardized format: wild type or Itk--deficient 5C.C7 T cells transduced to express the spatially targeted Grb2 construct indicated on the top of the column were activated with CH27 B cell APCs (10 µM MCC peptide) in the absence or presence of 10 µg/ml anti--CD80 plus anti--CD86 ('costimulation blockade') with different T cell activation conditions given in separate rows as indicated. Each individual graph gives the percentage of cell couples that displayed accumulation of the non--targeted (on the left for reference) or spatially targeted Grb2 construct (middle and right) with the indicated patterns ( Supplementary Fig. 1A ) relative to tight cell couple formation in solid colors. Broken grey and red lines indicate accumulation of non--targeted Grb2--GFP in any or the central interface pattern, respectively, under the same T cell activation conditions (from Fig. 7B ). For costimulation blocked conditions representative imaging data are given in addition on the middle left similar to Fig. 2A . Videos covering the entire time frames are available as Supplementary videos S9, 10. 41--62 cell couples were analyzed per condition, 387 total. Statistical analysis is given in Supplementary  Table 8 . B Wild type or Itk--deficient ('Itk ko') 5C.C7 T cells were transduced to express Grb2--GFP or a spatially targeted variant thereof as indicated and reactivated by CH27 B cell APCs (10 µM MCC peptide) in the absence or presence of 10 µg/ml anti--CD80 plus anti--CD86 ('costimulation blockade'). IL--2 mRNA amounts are given relative to IL--2 mRNA in non--transduced 5C.C7 T cells under full stimulus conditions. 2--5 experiments were averaged per condition. Statistical significance of differences across all conditions as determined by 2--way ANOVA is given on the right.
Methods

Antibodies and reagents
Antibody used for quantitative Western blotting were α-LAT pY191 (Cell Signaling, #3584), α--GAPDH Clone 14C10 (Cell Signaling, #2118), and α--alpha Tubulin Clone DM1A (ThermoFisher Scientific, #62204). Antibodies used for the blockade of B7--1--and B7--2--dependent CD28 costimulation were anti--mouse CD80 Clone 16--10--A1 (BD Pharmingen #553736) and anti--CD86 Clone GL1 (BD Pharmingen #553689). Protein transduction versions of constitutively active cofilin (S3A) and Rac1 (Q61L) were purified from E. coli and introduced into primary 5C.C7 T cells by 30min incubation as previously described 35 .
Mice and cells
Itk--deficient 5C.C7 mice were generated by crossing B10.BR 5C.C7 TCR transgenic mice 40 with Itk--deficient B6 mice 41 . T cells expanded from the lymph nodes of wild type or Itk--deficient 5C.C7 TCR transgenic mice were used for all experiments. The 5C.C7 TCR recognizes the moth cytochrome c peptide fragment (amino acid residues 88 to 103, ANERADLIAYLKQATK) in the context of I--E k . Single--cell suspensions were made from the lymph nodes of 6--to 8--week--old mice of either gender. The cells were adjusted to 4 x 10 6 cells/ml and MCC peptide was added to a final concentration of 3 µM. T cells were transduced with MMLV--derived retroviruses for the expression of signaling sensors, commonly signaling intermediates fused with GFP as described in detail 20, 25, 32 . All animals were maintained in pathogen--free animal facilities at the University of Bristol under a University mouse breeding Home Office License. The CH27 B cell lymphoma cell line was used in all experiments as APCs. To load the APCs, the cells were incubated in the presence of 10 µM MCC peptide for at least 4 hours. All cells were maintained in medium composed of RPMI with L--glutamine, 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Hyclone), penicillin (100 IU/mL), streptomycin (100 µg/ml), and 0.5µM β--mercaptoethanol. Interleukin--2 (IL--2) was added at a final concentration of 0.05 U/ml during parts of the retroviral transduction procedure.
Time--lapsed imaging of T cell:APC interactions
Our imaging and image analysis protocols have recently been described in great detail in a dedicated publication 32 . Briefly, time--lapse fluorescence microscopy was performed with retrovirally transduced T cells, FACS--sorted to the lowest detectable sensor expression of 2 µM, and CH27 cells loaded with 10µM MCC. The T cells and CH27 cells were imaged in imaging buffer (PBS, 10% FBS, 1 mM CaCl2, 0.5 mM MgCl2) on 384--well glass--bottom plates. All imaging was performed on a Perkin Elmer UltraVIEW ERS 6FE spinning disk confocal systems fitted onto a Leica DM I6000 microscope body equipped with full environmental control and a Hamamatsu C9100--50 EMCCD. A Leica 40x HCX PL APO oil objective (NA=1.25) was used for all imaging. Automated control of the microscope was performed with Volocity software (Perkin Elmer). For experiments in which the B7--1--and B7--2--dependent activation of CD28 was blocked, peptide--loaded CH27 cells were incubated on ice for 30 min in the presence of anti--CD80 Clone 16--10--A1 (10 µg/ml) and anti--CD86 Clone GL1 (10 µg/ml)(BD Pharmingen) antibody before the CH27 cells were transferred to the imaging plate with the T cells. For experiments in which cells were reconstituted with protein transduction versions of constitutively active Rac and cofilin, T cells were incubated for 30 min at 37°C with the protein transduction reagents at the indicated concentrations in the imaging plate before the addition of the peptide--loaded CH27 cells. Each time--lapse image sequence was generated by taking a differential interference contrast brightfield image and a 3D image stack of the GFP channel every 20 s for 46 frames at 37°C. Voxels in these 3D images were of size 0.34 µm in the horizontal plane and 1 µm along the optical axis.
Image Analysis
The location and frame number of each T cell:APC couple were identified as when either the T cell:APC interface had reached its full width or the cells had been in contact for 40 s, whichever came first. Patterns of signaling sensor enrichment were assessed according to previously established quantitative criteria (Fig. 2 in 25 ) as depicted in the Supplementary Figure 1A . Briefly, the six, mutually exclusive interface patterns were: accumulation at the center of the T cell--APC interface (central), accumulation in a large T cell invagination (invagination), accumulation that covered the cell cortex across central and peripheral regions (diffuse), accumulation in a broad interface lamellum (lamellum), accumulation at the periphery of the interface (peripheral) or in smaller protrusions (asymmetric). Briefly, for each cell couple at each time point we first determined whether fluorescence intensity in the area of accumulation was >40% above the cellular fluorescence background. If so, the geometrical features of the area of accumulation, fraction of the interface covered, location within the interface, and extension of the area of accumulation away from the interface (Fig. 2 in 25 ) , were used to assign the cell couple to one of the mutually exclusive patterns. Systems--scale cluster analysis was performed with Cluster (Michael Eisen, UC Berkeley) as established 25 . To measure interface enrichment of LAT and spatially targeted versions thereof we used a recently developed computational image analysis routine 35 . Very briefly, starting with the manual cell couple identification described above T cells were segmented, reoriented with the T cell:APC interface facing up using the 'two--point synapse annotation' procedure 35 , and the cell shape was standardized to a half spheroid to allow voxel--by--voxel comparison across all cell couples analysed. After transformation to the standard shape, the fluorescence distribution in each cell at a given time point was represented as a standardized vector (of length 6628) formed from the intensity values of each of the voxels within the template shape, where the intensities for each time point were normalized so that the values of the vector were probabilities (that is, fractions of total intensity). To measure interface enrichment, we defined an interface enrichment region as the 10% most fluorescent voxels of the average probability distribution across all cells, for all time points, and for all sensors. We defined enrichment to be the ratio of the mean probability in the distribution of that sensor for that cell at that time point within the interface enrichment region and the mean probability in the entire cell. IL--2 ELISA Live wild type or Itk--deficient 5C.C7 T cells were FACS sorted to generate comparable cell numbers across each assay. CH27 B cells were peptide loaded with 10μM MCC for four hours or overnight. T and B cells were mixed in round bottom 96--well plates at 1x10 4 T cells to 5x10 4 B cells. For costimulation blockade 10μg/ml α--CD80 and α--CD86 were added to each well. The cells were then incubated for 18 hours and IL--2 amounts in the supernatant were determined using a mouse IL--2 OptEIA ELISA kit from BD Biosciences as per manufacturer's instructions.
IL--2 mRNA determination CH27 B cell lymphoma APCs were peptide loaded overnight with 10μM MCC peptide. Live wild type or Itk--deficient 5C.C7 T cells, non--transduced or expressing adaptor protein--GFP or targeted variants thereof, were FACS sorted to generate comparable cell numbers across each assay. 1x10 4 T cells and 5x10 4 APCs cells were centrifuged for 30 seconds at 1,000rpm to maximize cell--to--cell contact and incubated at 37°C for 2 hours. For costimulation blockade 10μg/ml α--CD80 and α--CD86 were added to each well. mRNA was isolated using the Qiagen RNeasy Micro Kit (Qiagen, UK) according to manufacturer's instructions. cDNA was generated using an Invitrogen AMV First--Strand cDNA synthesis kit (Life Technologies, UK) according to manufacturer's instructions. IL--2 mRNA amounts were determined with a SYBR Green PCR master mix from Life Technologies (4344463) relative to mRNA for β--2 microglobulin on a DNA Engine Opticon II System (Bio--Rad) using the following oligonucleotides, IL--2: AGCTGTTGATGGACCTA and CGC AGA GGT CCA AGT TCA T, β--2 microglobulin: GCTATCCAGAAAACCCCTCAA and CGG GTG GAA CTG TGT GTT ACG T. Western blotting analysis CH27 B cell lymphoma APCs were peptide loaded overnight with 10μM MCC peptide. Live wild type or Itk--deficient 5C.C7 T cells, non--transduced or expressing LAT--GFP or a targeted variant thereof, were FACS sorted to generate comparable cell numbers across each assay. 1x10 6 T cells and 1x10 6 APCs cells were centrifuged for 30 seconds at 1,000rpm to maximize cell--to--cell contact and incubated at 37°C for the indicated time. Subsequently, samples were immediately lysed with cold RIPA lysis buffer (Millipore) plus protease/ phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (Cell Signaling) for 30 minutes on ice. To remove the insoluble fraction, samples were centrifuged at 20,000g for 15 minutes. Supernatant were run on SDS/PAGE gels, transferred to PDVF membranes and blotted according to standard protocols. Blots were stripped and reprobed with an anti--GAPDH or anti--α tubulin antibody to normalize for sample loading.
Statistics
The frequency of occurrence of interface accumulation patterns was analyzed pairwise with a proportion's z--test as reported in the supplementary tables. p values were not corrected for multiple comparisons as the corresponding pFDR q--values 42 were similar. IL--2 mRNA amounts were first logarithmically transformed to stabilize the variance and approximate to the normal distribution and then analyzed by 1--way ANOVA with Tukey's adjustment for multiple comparisons or 2--way ANOVA with the Sidak adjustment for multiple comparisons depending on the number of variables compared. IL--2 ELISA data were first logarithmically transformed and then analyzed by 1--way ANOVA with Tukey's adjustment for multiple comparisons. LAT phosphorylation data were first logarithmically transformed and then analyzed by 1--way ANOVA with Tukey's adjustment for multiple comparisons separately for each time point. Data availability statement All imaging data are openly accessible through http://murphylab.cbd.cmu.edu/data/TcellLAT2018/ IL--2 and LAT phosphorylation data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request. Fig. 1C, D . Publications describing the sensors used in Fig. 1C, D Supplementary Fig. 1 Sensor accumulation at the T cell:APC interface under full stimulus conditions. A The panel graphically represents the six categories used to classify spatiotemporal features of sensor accumulation at the T cell:APC interface as defined in detail previously 25, 33 . The antigen--presenting cell above the T cell is not shown. For all main figures the patterns 'diffuse' and 'lamellal' are combined as 'diffuse/lamellal', the patterns 'asymmetric' and 'peripheral' as 'periphery'. B The graphs display the percentage of cell couples that displayed accumulation of the indicated sensor (Supplementary Table 1 ) with the indicated patterns (A) relative to tight cell couple formation for wild type 5C.C7 T cells activated with CH27 B cell APCs (10 µM MCC peptide). 49--141 cell couples were analyzed per condition, 869 total. Supplementary Fig. 2 Sensor accumulation at the T cell:APC interface under costimulation blocked conditions. The graphs display the percentage of cell couples that displayed accumulation of the indicated sensor (Supplementary  Table 1 ) with the indicated patterns ( Supplementary Fig. 1A ) relative to tight cell couple formation for wild type 5C.C7 T cells activated with CH27 B cell APCs (10 µM MCC peptide) in the presence of 10 µg/ml anti--CD80 plus anti--CD86. 39--107 cell couples were analyzed per condition, 869 total. Supplementary Fig. 3 Sensor accumulation at the T cell:APC interface in the absence of Itk. The graphs display the percentage of cell couples that displayed accumulation of the indicated sensor (Supplementary Table 1 ) with the indicated patterns (Fig. S1A ) relative to tight cell couple formation for Itk--deficient 5C.C7 T cells activated with CH27 B cell APCs (10 µM MCC peptide). 30--67 cell couples were analyzed per condition, 582 total.
Supplementary Table 1 Sensors used in
Supplementary Fig. 4 Representative phosphor--LAT Y191 Western blot.
Wild type or Itk--deficient 5C.C7 T cells were activated with CH27 B cell and 10 µm MCC in the presence or absence of 10 µg/ml anti--CD80 plus anti--CD86. At the given time points (in minutes) T cell:APC cell extracts were blotted for LAT phosphorylation at Y191. Blots were stripped and reblotted with an anti--alpha tubulin antibody as a loading control. Phospho--LAT Y191 band intensities as normalized to loading control are given under the phospho--LAT blots. Molecular weights of marker bands (in kD) are given at the right. One representative blot of eight is shown.
Supplementary Fig. 5 Patterning of isolated targeting domains and interface recruitment of LAT--GFP and spatially targeted version thereof. A
The graphs give the percentage of cell couples that displayed accumulation of the isolated targeting domains, LAT V3, LAT Vav, and LAT PLCδPH as indicated, with the indicated patterns ( Supplementary Fig. 1A ) relative to tight cell couple formation for wild type 5C.C7 T cells activated with CH27 B cell APCs (10 µM MCC peptide). 30--57 cell couples were analyzed per condition, 133 total. B, C For the quantification of the accumulation of LAT and targeted versions thereof at the T cell:APC interface we applied a computational image quantification as recently described in detail 35 . We identified a core region (B) of sensor enrichment as defined as the 10% most fluorescent voxels of the average probability distribution across all cells, for all time points, and for all sensors. Using this core region we calculated the ratio of the amount of the sensor in the region to the average amount across the whole cell. This was done for all time points either under conditions of full stimulus or costimulation blockade as indicated. Imaging data analyzed are the same as in Figs. 2 and 3 . D Wild type 5C.C7 T cells retrovirally transduced to express the indicated LAT constructs were activated with CH27 B cell APCs and 10 µm MCC in the presence of 10 µg/ml anti--CD80 plus anti--CD86. At the given time points T cell:APC cell extracts were blotted for LAT phosphorylation at Y191. Blots were stripped and reblotted with an anti--alpha tubulin antibody as a loading control. One representative blot of two is shown. Supplementary Fig. 6 IL2 mRNA amounts upon expression of the isolated targeting domains. Wild type or Itk--deficient ('Itk ko') 5C.C7 T cells were transduced to express the isolated targeting domains, LAT V3, LAT Vav, and LAT PLCδPH as indicated, and reactivated by CH27 APCs (10 µM MCC peptide) in the absence or presence of 10 µg/ml anti--CD80 plus anti--CD86 ('costimulation blockade'). IL--2 mRNA amounts are given relative to IL--2 mRNA in non--transduced 5C.C7 T cells under full stimulus conditions. 3--6 experiments were averaged per condition. None of the differences were significant as calculated with 2--way ANOVA. Supplementary video 1. Representative interactions of 5C.C7 T cells retrovirally transduced to express the indicated GFP fusion proteins with CH27 B cell lymphoma APCs and 10 µM MCC peptide in the presence or absence of 10 µg/ml anti--CD80 plus anti--CD86 ('costimulation blockade') are shown in Supplementary videos S1 to S10. DIC images are shown on the top, with matching top--down, maximum projections of 3D sensor fluorescence data on the bottom. The sensor fluorescence intensity is displayed in a rainbow--like, false--color scale (increasing from blue to red). 20 s intervals in video acquisition are played back as 2 frames per second. The 5C.C7 T cell in Video S1 is transduced with LAT--GFP and responds to a full stimulus. Cell coupling occurs in frame 4 (2s indicated video time). Supplementary video S2. The video is displayed similar to Video S1. The 5C.C7 T cell in Video S2 is transduced with LAT V3--GFP and responds to a full stimulus upon costimulation blockade. Cell coupling occurs in frame 4 (2s indicated video time). Supplementary video S3. The video is displayed similar to Video S1. The 5C.C7 T cell in Video S3 is transduced with LAT Vav--GFP and responds to a full stimulus upon costimulation blockade. Cell coupling occurs in frame 5 (2s indicated video time). Supplementary video S4. The video is displayed similar to Video S1. The 5C.C7 T cell in Video S4 is transduced with LAT PLCδ PH--GFP and responds to a full stimulus upon costimulation blockade. Cell coupling occurs in frame 5 (2s indicated video time). Supplementary video S5. The video is displayed similar to Video S1. The 5C.C7 T cell in Video S5 is transduced with SLP--76--GFP and responds to a full stimulus. Cell coupling occurs in frame 4 (2s indicated video time). Supplementary video S6. The video is displayed similar to Video S1. The 5C.C7 T cell in Video S6 is transduced with SLP--76 V3--GFP and responds to a full stimulus upon costimulation blockade. Cell coupling occurs in frame 4 (2s indicated video time). Supplementary video S7. The video is displayed similar to Video S1. The 5C.C7 T cell in Video S7 is transduced with SLP--76 Vav--GFP and responds to a full stimulus upon costimulation blockade. Cell coupling occurs in frame 5 (2s indicated video time). Supplementary video S8. The video is displayed similar to Video S1. The 5C.C7 T cell in Video S8 is transduced with Grb2--GFP and responds to a full stimulus. Cell coupling occurs in frame 5 (2s indicated video time). Supplementary video S9. The video is displayed similar to Video S1. The 5C.C7 T cell in Video S9 is transduced with Grb2 V3--GFP and responds to a full stimulus upon costimulation blockade. Cell coupling occurs in frame 4 (2s indicated video time). Supplementary video S10. The video is displayed similar to Video S1. The 5C.C7 T cell in Video S10 is transduced with Grb2 Vav--GFP and responds to a full stimulus upon costimulation blockade. Cell coupling occurs in frame 5 (2s indicated video time). A second T cell activates at the left edge of the filed in frame 7 (3s indicated video time). 
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